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PRESS RELEASE 
American Copper Bullets to attend Las Vegas Shot Show 2018 

Introducing 100% Solid Copper Non-Lead Projectiles 

Rockford, IL, November  2
nd

, 2017:  American Copper Bullets announced today that it will 

occupy a stand at the 2018 Supplier Showcase (Booth #S2421) and Shot Show (Booth #S2128). 

Members that will be in attendance include American Copper Bullets Founder/Owner – Randy 

Loomis, Head Production Consultant – John Gates, and Sales Coordinator – Thom Loomis.  

Also in attendance will be IMPAX / SK Monitors, Nakashimada Engineering Works, Ltd., 

RMG, National Header Die, and Loomis International Ltd.  

The company started as a bullet manufacture for the industry 3 years ago. This past year they 

announced their new website – AmericanCopperBulletsCorp.com. The new site allows them to 

produce quality solid copper bullets for the e-market consumer. In the past year American 

Copper Bullets has consulted with companies in the industry on how to produce ammunition 

using the cold forming process. This process has proven to cut down expenses, scrap, and 

improve production.  

The company has worked with Wildlife specialists in California to gather information on the 

effects of lead bullets to wildlife. The findings supported the shift in eliminating the traditional 

harmful lead bullets. Solid copper bullets offer many advantages over traditional harmful lead 

bullets. The company reported that lead toxicity for wildlife and the environment was widely 

reported (Bald Eagle population has been affected). 



Introducing 100% Solid Copper Non-Lead Projectiles 

 

"Our solid copper bullets are not only safer for the environment, indoor/outdoor range shooting, 

but they also perform quite well in many different applications. We always mention to the ranges 

that carry our product that coppers reclaim rate is very attractive as well. On top of our 

outstanding product we welcome any inquiry into making different calibers of bullets. We have 

our niche bullets that we make but we pride ourselves in manufacturing different weights and 

grain sizes to customers who inquire,” Randy Loomis noted.  

Headquartered in Machesney Park, IL, American Copper Bullets manufactures 100% solid 

copper bullets. The tooling and labor is all serviced in the greatest country in the world, The 

United States of America.  

 


